
Telnyx & 2600Hz Co-Sponsor Channel Partners
Evolution
Telnyx and 26000Hz have teamed up to
co-sponsor this year's Channel Partners
Evolution, which will be held in Austin,
Texas from Sept 25-28

CHICAGO, IL, UNITED STATES,
September 12, 2017 /EINPresswire.com/
-- Telnyx, a leading real-time
communications provider, is pleased to
announce that it will be co-sponsoring
this year’s Channel Partners Evolution
with cloud communications platform
2600Hz. The conference will be held at
the Austin Convention Center in Austin, Texas from September 25-28. More than 3,700 IT
professionals and industry experts are expected to attend the event, aimed at enterprise IT pros
charged with digital transformation but saddled with static legacy infrastructures.

“This strategic partnership was bound to happen – Telnyx’s industry-leading cloud-agnostic global
backbone and numbering resources paired with 2600Hz’s award-winning technology, driving industry-
leading VoIP platforms across the world, provides an integrated system for a complete end-to-end
unified communications platform, customizable to any enterprise needs,” said Telnyx COO, Ian
Reither. “We want to exhibit just how integrative our platform is, and what better way to do so than
with a great partner like 2600Hz and at an event like Channel Partners Evolution,” Ian continued.

"We’re excited to partner with Telnyx for the upcoming Channel Partners event in Austin,” said 2600Hz
COO, Patrick Sullivan. “As many people know, with 2600Hz and Telnyx, companies can get an end-
to-end solution for their business communication needs.  Our state-of-the-art cloud platform Kazoo
can handle all the logic and applications while Telnyx handles the transit of the calls.  Telnyx, like
2600Hz, believes in pushing the envelope on bleeding edge technology, which will enable a turnkey
solution at a fraction of the cost.  We strive to continually disrupt the communication space with
partners like Telnyx," he added.

As part of the co-sponsorship, Telnyx and 2600Hz will be exhibiting at booth 1522 in the Austin
Convention Center. Visitors will be treated to a limited edition custom power bank and the chance to
win a brand-new Parrot drone. They will also be hosting an afterparty on Wednesday, September 27
at the famed Cedar Street Austin, with a performance by the Spazmatics. This venue will provide the
perfect opportunity for attendees to mingle with fellow channel partners over food and drinks, which
will be provided. To join the event, participants can stop by booth 1522 in the expo hall to get their
pass.

About 2600Hz
2600Hz’s cloud communications platform, KAZOO, modernizes how businesses provide telephony
services to their customers. The revolutionary open-source, distributed multi-tenant platform, is a
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thoughtfully engineered mixture of tools built by leaders in the telecom industry and implemented to
offer a feature-rich enterprise telecom solution. 2600Hz has expanded to offer a full enterprise-PBX
as well as a hosted version. For developers building their own telephony apps, 2600Hz offers 100+
APIs that gives them full access to the building blocks of the entire platform. For more information,
please visit http://www.2600Hz.com

About Telnyx
Telnyx is a real-time communications provider, enabling its customers to connect with the more than 8
billion devices on the Public Switched Telephone Network via its cloud-agnostic private global
backbone. Telnyx empowers its customers to “Be Their Own Carrier®” through its innovative Mission
Control communications platform and RESTful API.

Telnyx’s elastic SIP trunking offering allows customers to buy their telecommunications services a la
carte, giving them the opportunity to scale their services up and down on demand, paying only for
what they use. The Telnyx feature set is at full feature parity with a traditional offering, providing
origination, termination, phone numbers (toll-free and geographic), caller ID, emergency services,
programmable SMS and more.

Visit https://telnyx.com for more information and sign up for a free account today.
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